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The Carbon Lexicon
A carbon offset is a reduction in emissions of carbon
or greenhouse gases made in order to compensate
for or to offset an emission made elsewhere
Carbon offsets are measured in metric tons of carbon dioxide-equivalent (CO2e) and may
represent six primary categories of greenhouse gases. One carbon offset represents the reduction
of one metric ton of carbon dioxide or its equivalent in other greenhouse gases.
There are two markets for carbon offsets. In the larger, compliance market, companies,
governments, or other entities buy carbon offsets in order to comply with caps on the total
amount of carbon dioxide they are allowed to emit.
In the much smaller, voluntary market, individuals, companies, or governments purchase carbon
offsets to mitigate their own greenhouse gas emissions from transportation, electricity use, and
other sources. For example, an individual might purchase carbon offsets to compensate for the
greenhouse gas emissions caused by personal air travel. Many companies offer carbon offsets as
an up-sell during the sales process so that customers can mitigate the emissions related with their
product or service purchase.
Offsets are typically achieved through financial support of projects that reduce the emission of
greenhouse gases in the short- or long-term. The most common project type is renewable energy,
such as wind farms, biomass energy, or hydroelectric dams. Others include energy efficiency
projects, the destruction of industrial pollutants or agricultural byproducts, destruction of landfill
methane, and forestry projects. Some of the most popular carbon offset projects from a corporate
perspective are energy efficiency and wind turbine projects.
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The Carbon Lexicon
Glossary of Climate Change and Carbon Offset Terms
Additionality
Emissions reductions are “additional” if they occurred because of the presence of incentives associated with the
existence of GHG markets, voluntary or mandatory. A variety of stakeholders have proposed many different
additionality “tests,” but at its root, demonstrating the additionality of a carbon offset means showing that the
emissions reductions being used as offsets are not “business as usual.” Business-as-usual emissions are generally
referred to as the emissions “baseline”.
Afforestation
Planting of new forests on lands that historically have not contained forests.
Alternative Energy
Energy derived from nontraditional sources (e.g., compressed natural gas, solar, hydroelectric, wind).
Atmosphere
The gaseous envelope surrounding the Earth. The dry atmosphere consists almost entirely of nitrogen (78.1%
volume mixing ratio) and oxygen (20.9% volume mixing ratio), together with a number of trace gases, such as
argon (0.93% volume mixing ratio), helium, greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide (0.035% volume mixing
ratio), and ozone. In addition the atmosphere contains water vapor, whose amount is highly variable but typically
1% volume mixing ratio. The atmosphere also contains clouds and aerosols.
Biomass
Total dry weight of all living organisms that can be supported at each tropic level in a food chain. Also, materials
that are biological in origin, including organic material (both living and dead) from above and below ground, for
example, trees, crops, grasses, tree litter, roots, and animals and animal waste.
Carbon Dioxide
A naturally occurring gas, and also a by-product of burning fossil fuels and biomass, as well as land-use changes
and other industrial processes. It is the principal anthropogenic greenhouse gas that affects the Earth’s radiative
balance.
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Climate Change
Climate change refers to any significant change in measures of climate (such as temperature, precipitation, or
wind) lasting for an extended period (decades or longer). Climate change may result from:
CVijgVa[VXidgh!hjX]VhX]Vc\Zh^ci]ZhjcÉh^ciZch^indghadlX]Vc\Zh^ci]Z:Vgi]ÉhdgW^iVgdjcYi]Zhjc0
CVijgVaegdXZhhZhl^i]^ci]ZXa^bViZhnhiZbZ#\#X]Vc\Zh^cdXZVcX^gXjaVi^dc0
=jbVcVXi^k^i^Zhi]ViX]Vc\Zi]ZVibdhe]ZgZÉhXdbedh^i^dcZ#\#i]gdj\]Wjgc^c\[dhh^a[jZahVcYi]Z
aVcYhjg[VXZZ#\#YZ[dgZhiVi^dc!gZ[dgZhiVi^dc!jgWVc^oVi^dc!YZhZgi^[^XVi^dc!ZiX#
Deforestation
I]dhZegVXi^XZhdgegdXZhhZhi]VigZhjai^ci]ZXdckZgh^dcd[[dgZhiZYaVcYh[dgcdc"[dgZhijhZh#I]^h^hd[iZcX^iZYVh
dcZd[i]ZbV_dgXVjhZhd[i]ZZc]VcXZY\gZZc]djhZZ[[ZXi[dgildgZVhdch/&i]ZWjgc^c\dgYZXdbedh^i^dcd[
i]ZlddYgZaZVhZhXVgWdcY^dm^YZ0VcY'igZZhi]VidcXZgZbdkZYXVgWdcY^dm^YZ[gdbi]ZVibdhe]ZgZ^ci]Z
process of photosynthesis are no longer present.
Ecosystem
6cncVijgVajc^idgZci^in^cXajY^c\a^k^c\VcYcdc"a^k^c\eVgihi]Vi^ciZgVXiidegdYjXZVhiVWaZhnhiZbi]gdj\]
cyclic exchange of materials.
El Niño – Southern Oscillation (ENSO)
:aC^d!^c^ihdg^\^cVahZchZ!^hVlVgblViZgXjggZcii]VieZg^dY^XVaan[adlhVadc\i]ZXdVhid[:XjVYdgVcYEZgj!
Y^hgjei^c\i]ZadXVa[^h]Zgn#I]^hdXZVc^XZkZci^hVhhdX^ViZYl^i]V[ajXijVi^dcd[i]Z^ciZgigde^XVahjg[VXZegZhhjgZ
eViiZgcVcYX^gXjaVi^dc^ci]Z>cY^VcVcYEVX^[^XDXZVch!XVaaZYi]ZHdji]ZgcDhX^aaVi^dc#I]^hXdjeaZY
Vibdhe]ZgZ"dXZVce]ZcdbZcdc^hXdaaZXi^kZan`cdlcVh:aC^d"Hdji]ZgcDhX^aaVi^dc#9jg^c\Vc:aC^dZkZci!
i]ZegZkV^a^c\igVYZl^cYhlZV`ZcVcYi]ZZfjVidg^VaXdjciZgXjggZcihigZc\i]Zch!XVjh^c\lVgbhjg[VXZlViZgh^c
i]Z>cYdcZh^VcVgZVid[adlZVhilVgYiddkZga^Zi]ZXdaYlViZghd[i]ZEZgjXjggZci#I]^hZkZci]Vh\gZVi^beVXi
dci]Zl^cY!hZVhjg[VXZiZbeZgVijgZ!VcYegZX^e^iVi^dceViiZgch^ci]Zigde^XVaEVX^[^X#>i]VhXa^bVi^XZ[[ZXih
i]gdj\]djii]ZEVX^[^XgZ\^dcVcY^cbVcndi]ZgeVgihd[i]ZldgaY#I]Zdeedh^iZd[Vc:aC^dZkZci^hXVaaZYAV
C^V#
Emissions
I]ZgZaZVhZd[VhjWhiVcXZjhjVaanV\Vhl]ZcgZ[Zgg^c\idi]ZhjW_ZXid[Xa^bViZX]Vc\Z^cidi]ZVibdhe]ZgZ#
Emissions Factor
6jc^fjZkVajZ[dghXVa^c\Zb^hh^dchidVXi^k^inYViV^ciZgbhd[VhiVcYVgYgViZd[Zb^hh^dcheZgjc^id[VXi^k^in
Z#\#!\gVbhd[XVgWdcY^dm^YZZb^iiZYeZgWVggZad[[dhh^a[jZaXdchjbZY#
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Global Warming
Global warming is an average increase in the temperature of the atmosphere near the Earth’s surface and in the
troposphere, which can contribute to changes in global climate patterns. Global warming can occur from a variety
of causes, both natural and human induced. In common usage, "global warming" often refers to the warming that
can occur as a result of increased emissions of greenhouse gases from human activities.
Greenhouse Effect
Trapping and build-up of heat in the atmosphere (troposphere) near the Earth’s surface. Some of the heat flowing
back toward space from the Earth’s surface is absorbed by water vapor, carbon dioxide, ozone, and several other
gases in the atmosphere and then reradiated back toward the Earth’s surface. If the atmospheric concentrations of
these greenhouse gases rise, the average temperature of the lower atmosphere will gradually increase.
Greenhouse Gas (GHG)
Any gas that absorbs infrared radiation in the atmosphere. Greenhouse gases include, but are not limited to, water
vapor, carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs),
hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs), ozone (O3 ), hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs), and sulfur
hexafluoride (SF6).
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
The IPCC was established jointly by the United Nations Environment Programme and the World Meteorological
Organization in 1988. The purpose of the IPCC is to assess information in the scientific and technical literature
related to all significant components of the issue of climate change. The IPCC draws upon hundreds of the world’s
expert scientists as authors and thousands as expert reviewers. Leading experts on climate change and environmental, social, and economic sciences from some 60 nations have helped the IPCC to prepare periodic assessments
of the scientific underpinnings for understanding global climate change and its consequences. With its capacity for
reporting on climate change, its consequences, and the viability of adaptation and mitigation measures, the IPCC is
also looked to as the official advisory body to the world’s governments on the state of the science of the climate
change issue. For example, the IPCC organized the development of internationally accepted methods for conducting
national greenhouse gas emission inventories.
Kyoto Protocol
An internationally binding agreement that falls under the more general United Nationals Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC). The Protocol sets GHG targets for countries that sign and ratify the agreement. The
United States and Australia are among the few countries that ratified the UNFCCC but did not ratify the Protocol and
thus are not subject to its GHG reduction targets. A corollary to this is that emissions reduction projects in the
United States cannot be used for compliance with the Kyoto Protocol.
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Natural Gas
Underground deposits of gases consisting of 50 to 90 percent methane (CH4) and small amounts of heavier
gaseous hydrocarbon compounds such as propane (C3H8) and butane (C4H10).
Nitrogen Oxides (NOx)
Gases consisting of one molecule of nitrogen and varying numbers of oxygen molecules. Nitrogen oxides are
produced in the emissions of vehicle exhausts and from power stations. In the atmosphere, nitrogen oxides can
contribute to formation of photochemical ozone (smog), can impair visibility, and have health consequences; they
are thus considered pollutants.
Nitrous Oxide (N2O)
A powerful greenhouse gas with a global warming potential of 296 times that of carbon dioxide (CO2). Major
sources of nitrous oxide include soil cultivation practices, especially the use of commercial and organic fertilizers,
fossil fuel combustion, nitric acid production, and biomass burning. The GWP is from the IPCC’s Third Assessment
Report (TAR).
Ozone (O3)
Ozone, the triatomic form of oxygen (O3), is a gaseous atmospheric constituent. In the troposphere, it is created
both naturally and by photochemical reactions involving gases resulting from human activities (photochemical
smog). In high concentrations, tropospheric ozone can be harmful to a wide range of living organisms. Tropospheric
ozone acts as a greenhouse gas. In the stratosphere, ozone is created by the interaction between solar ultraviolet
radiation and molecular oxygen (O2). Stratospheric ozone plays a decisive role in the stratospheric radiative
balance. Depletion of stratospheric ozone, due to chemical reactions that may be enhanced by climate change,
results in an increased ground-level flux of ultraviolet (UV-) B radiation.
Ozone Layer
The layer of ozone that begins approximately 15 km above Earth and thins to an almost negligible amount at about
50 km, shields the Earth from harmful ultraviolet radiation from the sun. The highest natural concentration of ozone
(approximately 10 parts per million by volume) occurs in the stratosphere at approximately 25 km above Earth. The
stratospheric ozone concentration changes throughout the year as stratospheric circulation changes with the
seasons. Natural events such as volcanoes and solar flares can produce changes in ozone concentration, but
man-made changes are of the greatest concern.
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Particulate Matter
Very small pieces of solid or liquid matter such as particles of soot, dust, fumes, mists or aerosols. The physical
characteristics of particles, and how they combine with other particles, are part of the feedback mechanisms of the
atmosphere.
Photosynthesis
The process by which plants take CO2 from the air (or bicarbonate in water) to build carbohydrates, releasing O2 in
the process. There are several pathways of photosynthesis with different responses to atmospheric CO2
concentrations.
Recycling
Collecting and reprocessing a resource so it can be used again. An example is collecting aluminum cans, melting
them down, and using the aluminum to make new cans or other aluminum products.
Reforestation
Planting of forests on lands that have previously contained forests but that have been converted to some other use.
Sink
Any process, activity or mechanism which removes a greenhouse gas, an aerosol or a precursor of a greenhouse
gas or aerosol from the atmosphere.
Soil Carbon
A major component of the terrestrial biosphere pool in the carbon cycle. The amount of carbon in the soil is a
function of the historical vegetative cover and productivity, which in turn is dependent in part upon climatic
variables.
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United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
The Convention on Climate Change sets an overall framework for intergovernmental efforts to tackle the challenge
posed by climate change. It recognizes that the climate system is a shared resource whose stability can be affected
by industrial and other emissions of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases. The Convention enjoys near
universal membership, with 189 countries having ratified.
Under the Convention, governments:
<Vi]ZgVcYh]VgZ^c[dgbVi^dcdc\gZZc]djhZ\VhZb^hh^dch!cVi^dcVaeda^X^ZhVcYWZhiegVXi^XZh
AVjcX]cVi^dcVahigViZ\^Zh[dgVYYgZhh^c\\gZZc]djhZ\VhZb^hh^dchVcYVYVei^c\idZmeZXiZY^beVXih!
including the provision of financial and technological support to developing countries
8ddeZgViZ^cegZeVg^c\[dgVYVeiVi^dcidi]Z^beVXihd[Xa^bViZX]Vc\Z
The Convention entered into force on 21 March 1994.

Weather
Atmospheric condition at any given time or place. It is measured in terms of such things as wind, temperature,
humidity, atmospheric pressure, cloudiness, and precipitation. In most places, weather can change from
hour-to-hour, day-to-day, and season-to-season. Climate in a narrow sense is usually defined as the "average
weather", or more rigorously, as the statistical description in terms of the mean and variability of relevant quantities
over a period of time ranging from months to thousands or millions of years. The classical period is 30 years, as
defined by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO). These quantities are most often surface variables such as
temperature, precipitation, and wind. Climate in a wider sense is the state, including a statistical description, of the
climate system. A simple way of remembering the difference is that climate is what you expect (e.g. cold winters)
and ‘weather’ is what you get (e.g. a blizzard).
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